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.IRTRODUCTIQUi Many publications relating to moisture con
dition m  foods have common opinion, that most objectively moi
sture condition can be evaluated by analysis of thermod ramie 
processes that are talcing place on the borderline of wet mate
rial and environment (WM-E;.

That’s true as far as the study into water desorption in 
biological systems ensures deeper understanding of the essence 
of this important physico-chemical process. Besides, knowledge 
of moisture desorption mechanism of biological systems is vi
tal for understanding of biochemical reaction mechanism (Izmai
lova et al., 1988).

Constant temperature of products surface during desorption 
ensures constancy of such thermodynamic parameters as: partial 
pressure of vapour above the product, enthalpy, mass-transfer 
potential and so on. Here it is worth to note that WM-E system 
acquires thermodynamic equilibrium with parameters, depending 
upon energy and forms of moisture bond with dry frame of the 
product.

If we change at least one of the equilibrium parameters, 
the system will react in such a way, as to minimize this in
troduced change (Edsoll and Gatfriend, 1986). Upon considera
tion of thermodynamic equilibrium its dynamic character is usu
ally taken into consideration according to 3 main aspects: 
mechanical and thermal aspects as well as equality of chemical 
potentials or of water activity. Consequently, under equilib
rium conditions (WM-E), to avoid processes of moisture or va
pour transfer under effect of mechanical factors, mechanical 
equilibrium must be established. To do this one has to create 
equilibrium of forces, emerging on the borderline of phases, 
coming into contact. Along with the above-mentioned equilibri
um thermal equilibrium should be provided as well. Tempera
ture of enthalpy of wet material surface layers is equal to 
environmental temperature. One can judge about stability of 
WM-E equilibrium condition not only by mechanical and thermal 
equilibrium, but also if equality of chemical potentials of li
quid and gaseous phases is provided, i.e. /!-, = p. . Chemical 
potential depends on substances concentration in §he phase, 
and that is on water activity ( a ) . This statement is true if 
we consider change of the wet air chemical potential above the 
product when its pressure is changed. If, during isothermal 
process,pressure is changed from P. to P-q , the change of che
mical potential will be equal to: a

A
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As far as P=RTc, where c - is vapour concentration above 
the product in moles, then validity of the equality (1) is evi
dent (Edsoll and G-atfx'iend, 1986). It*s absolutely clear that 
in stable equalized condition in WM-E system, mechanical, thermal 
equilibrium and chemical potentials equality should be provi
ded (Landau and Mishits, 1986), ( Sazhin, 1984).

Assuming,that air, situated close to wet products surface,is 
in saturated state and in equilibrium with the product, one can 
interrelate products parameters in continuously thin surface 
layer with parameters of equal air layer contacting the surface 
of material at a certain temperature (Tair = 0) (fdushtayev et 
al., 1984).

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Let* s consider a model shown in fig*
1, representing a system with three tanks: A - containing wet 
product; B - distilled water; C- wet air. The system is equip
ped with mobile sealing dampers 1 and 2.

When damper 2 is opened, thermodynamics of the system will 
be disturbed and then, after some time, according to Le Chate- 
lier principle (1888;, system will acquire thermodynamic equi
librium again, however, now possessing different parameters.

On the phases borderline, for the product, having definite 
thickness £ in the close to border layer, equation of enthal
py balance may be expressed as follows:

where I - is enthalpy of the vapour above the product in 
v upper part of £ -layer;

Te - temperature of environment;
A     rrir-s-i + -  m  nr% a  /•* Y"k + "  a t  a a m t » ♦

O

^0* \ + IdaG~ ImTe ^mc + XdaTe
(2)

d - moisture content of vapour;
I, - enthalpy of dry air 
aa0 - temperature of products surface; 
I - enthalpy of moisture vapour in w
rj IQ- » i I i ,<> j_ _ • „

- moisture content of vapour;
- enthalpy of dry air
- temperature of products surface;
- enthalpy of moisture vapour in wet air;
- moisture content of wet air,moisture content of wet air,

for i-layer above distilled water:

(3)
where T - is temperature of wet thermometer.w
Then,
•̂ vG ^v + ^daG “ ^mTw ^ c  + ^dale (4)
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 ̂ r o6 + Cv©  ̂ + Gda© = 0,622
P,

PdaTw

(5 )
where: P — partia l pressure of vapour above the product;

Pda -  partia l pressure of dry air 
r 0 ~ specific heat o f evaporation
Cv -  specific heat capacity of vapour
Gda “  specific heat capacity of dry a ir.

Prom this equation (5) we determine P_ ~ and, dividing by 
PgQ , we find water ac tiv ity :

where Pg -  is  pressure of saturated vapour;
Pwa~ ps we‘t a ir enthalpy

In accordance with formula (6) water a c tiv ity  represents 
ra tio  of vapour enthalpy above the product to the enthalpy of 
saturated vapour when temperature of environment is  equal to 
that of product.

One can notice that in case of thermodynamic equilibrium 
partia l pressure of vapour, which is  contained in £ -layer be
comes equal to partia l pressure of environment, involving equa
liz in g  of products and environmental temperatures (G, Te); fo r 
mula (6) is  transformed into formula fo r re la tive  humidity de
termination 7 . However, we should bear in mind, that a, - 
calculation according to (6) gives most significant results 
in case when measurement is  taken in the product, containing 
capillary moisture, which corresponds to the period of conti
guous drying.

i f  deepening of evaporation zone occurs (corresponding to 
ĥe second period -  lov/ering of drying speed (Lykov, 1968)), 

then, due to convection speed decrease intensity of heat and* 
mass-exchange decreases too. This factor doubtlessly influen
ces accuracy of temperature measurements of products surface 
when moisture is evaporated from i t .  The above-said moisture 
should be taken into consideration when value od water a c ti
v ity  is  determined.

Investigation, done by O.Krischer into the processes of 
heat- and mass-exchange between the wet product and air at its  
laminar and turbulent moving regimes, made i t  possible to con-

sTw__0~525i~I_waTw_
Py6>

daTw p xda ’ waTw

PdaTw * Pwa© (6)
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elude that disagreement between results of thermal and mass- 
transfer coeffic ien ts ratio  for two extreme variants of a ir mo
ve is not significant (O.Krischer, 1956)»

This conclusion proves that fo r calculation purposes tempe
rature measurement of the products surface in various regimes 
is  found to be within permissible leve ls .

Let’ s return to the above-driven model, shown in f ig .  1.
When dampers 1 and 2 ore opened after a defin ite period of time, 
system Vi/M-E acquires stable equilibrium which is expressed thro
ugh equality of enthalpy and moisture temperature on products 
surface with temperature of environment and enthalpy. In this 
case enthalpies of systems can be expressed in such a way: .

P
2"~ + Cda* Te (7) 
da

■¿L I-r = IM + 1a a ^ o + i A V 0.622 ~
where C.wa is  specific heat capacity of wet a ir;

i JII= V  ds + W  C V S '5* )  ‘  ° - 622 ♦ °da 'Te
' da

(8 )

the la tte r  being fo r  water, situated in a bordering -layer- 
In an equilibrium state the following equation can be used:

I I  “  I da ^crod'
ps I I I ’" I da v - 1»

-I.
(9)

v/here I^pQ^ -  is enthalpy of the product;
I  -  is water enthalpy,
I  -  enthalpy of products moisture upon equilibrium with 

envirioflment having enthalpy I^a.

RESULTS A1TD DISCUSSION: Thus, water a c tiv ity  is  d irectly  pro
portional to difference of moisture enthalpy on the products 
surface and residual enthalpy and inversely proportional to 
enthalpy of d is t ille d  water and to difference of the same re
sidual enthalpy.

Residual enthalpy means enthalpy of the products moisture, 
which is numerically equal to the enthalpy of absolutely dry 
a ir ( I . )  at a given temperature.

AsaI t  can be seen from equation (9  ) ,  a l l  parameters, in
cluded in i t ,  are dependent on temperature, consequently, du
ring determination of water ac tiv ity , i t  is  necessary to main
tain defin ite temperature in the measuring system, or to use 
recalculation formulae, otherwise, at the same degree of pro
duct wetness, d ifferen t values of water a c tiv ity  may be rece i
ved. This fact was affirmed by many investigators ( Duckworth, 
1974» Davies et al.,1980; Lewicki et a l. ,  1978).
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The proposed method fo r measuring a. is  solved technically, 
tnat is , m form of an electronic d ig ita l computer. J

CONCLUSION! Multiple research into meat raw material a. 
Showed high reproductivity leve l o f experimental data with" 
standard deviations ± 0,5% from arithmetic mean.

i ccuracy^ oi measuroniGii'fc was tostod on a vacuum—adsorption 
anome ter unit and standard ercor did i.ot exceed 1,5 — 20% . 

Ihe_offered method d iffe rs  from the existing ones by its  high 
Rapidity. Thus, time needed to measure a. in meat in general 
without preliminary operations, did not exceed 1,5 -  5 minutes.
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